1995 toyota camry radiator fan not working

Reelin68 answered 6 years ago. Run a jumper wire from the battery to the fan. If it doesn't turn
on, that means it's dead. Time for a new one. But if it does turn over, that means that your temp
sensor unit is not working. It's not sending a signal to the fan telling it to turn on. My toyora
camry radiator fan does not come on at all. Tried letting it idle for a while with Ac full blast. Ac
has a fan too, in the same housing as radiator fan. Car overheats. Neither fan co What do you
call the reservoir like object below the battery plate of a toyota camry 2. I cant find it on the
owner's manual. After stopping and shutting off key, Fan goes OFF also. Even if engine is hot. I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Camry question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Camry
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. My fans aren't coming on when I turn on my car or when the car reaches over
degrees F. The engine just overheats. I checked the Engine Coolant Temp. Sensor and tested
the Thermoswitch cooling fan switch mounted near bottom of radiator and they are both good.
Relays and fuses are good as well. I tested them and checked them with a power probe and a
multimeter. When I unplug the connector that goes to the Thermoswitch bottom of radiator both
fans turn on and cool down my car preventing it from overheating but they stay running unless I
plug it back in. What could be the problem? Also, the fans turn on with the AC button pressed in
and turned on. The fan or fans don't turn on by themselves. Any help is greatly appreciated. So I
can only think of one thing. I looked at a wiring diagram for the Camry and I believe that my first
assumption is correct. Unless for some reason you have a faulty replacement stat which can
happen , its my best guess that its that plug, you should be able to cut one from a wrecked
Camry or Lexus ES as they are interchangeable cars, and wire it yourself. Electrical on cars is
one of the most expensive tasks to DIY. If you do not properly ground or wire the new
components, it can reek havoc on every electrical system in the car. Best of luck. Let me know
how it turns out, Ill monitor your post, I am interested to know if that fixes the issue. Hey thank
you for your response. It's been raining a lot where I live so haven't been able to do anything,
but one thing. I pulled another thermoswitch radiator coolant fan switch from the junkyard and
installed that in. The one I took out was corroded but cleaned it up and decided to test that one.
I held the wiring in hand, while I heated the switch up with a mini hand held pen-size torch to
see if the fans would come on. After about 2 minutes of applying heat or so, both fans came on
they stayed on for about 2 minutes as I cooled the switch down. My radiator looks pretty old but
don't want to dismiss it so quickly I just bought the car a month ago and don't want to start
throwing parts at it until I pinpoint the issue s. Other than that, I will most likely flush the coolant
and remove the water pump to check it for corrosion inside. I will also be taking the thermostat
out and testing that as well. I'll keep this page updated as I can imagine I am not the only one
who has ran into or will run into the same problem. Another question that is probably confusing
some is "aren't my fans supposed to run when I turn on my car? I could be wrong but I am
certain that the fans should come on at a certain vehicle operating temperature mines
somewhere around degrees Fahrenheit. For anyone reading this, check your manuals, look
online, or buy a manual. I applied pressure and scraped off some with my fingernails and kept
drying with a shop towel. This is the same Switch I tested heated with torch that turned the fans
on - I haven't tested the other switch which I pulled out from the junkyard and installed on
bottom of my radiator. Doesn't really solve the problem but he does mention that if the plug is
disconnected from the switch and the fans come on, it indicates all relays and wiring related to
this issue are working. Just thought it would help to post this. Again, I appreciate your help. I'll
keep this page updated. Bnb answered 4 years ago. Already replaced Fan switch, and Coolant
temperature sensor, and still nothing. Fans will only turn on once i disconnect the Fan switch
plug. Thank you. Hi there Bnb, yes I was able to fix the issue. I replaced my radiator because it
was corroded and it was fully rusted. My fan switch was corroded as well so I cleaned it up and
tested it. I also bought a new water pump and installed that because my old one was pretty
corroded as well. I cleaned out my two radiator hoses upper and lower since they had corrosion
as well. I also bought a new thermostat because I wanted to replace it as well since its pretty
cheap Anyways, you say that you replaced the Fan switch and Coolant temperature sensor. Did
you replace them with new ones? Or with some from your local junkyard? You also say that
your fans only turn on once you disconnect the fan switch plug. They turn on when you have
the key on ACC-on right? Assuming that you have the key in the ignition and turned to ON
before cranking-but do not crank and you unplug your fan switch connnector If so, this makes
sure that your relays and all eletrical wiring is good. Does your car overheat? The fans don't

come on immediately once you start your car. You have to wait a little while til your car warms
up and gets to operating temp. Once the car gets to operating temp, you fan switch should kick
on and send a signal that then sends a signal to your fans to come on and cool your engine
down. Let me know how it goes. Thank you very much for taking the time to reply man, i
appreciate that. So first i checked the Fan relays which was a Black one and a Brownish 1 and
they seemed ok. After reading up on it I replaced the Fan switch , and i also replaced the
Coolant temp sensor becuase it broke when i unplugged it. Bought both New parts from local
store. I was thinking it had a short and a bad thermostat forsure or waterpump. Kept on reading
info online and i decided to replace the Biggest Fan relay which was Green in color. Still wasn't
happy with results so After another long night of reading up I decided to Replace the small
Temperature Switch Sensor that is right next to the Coolant temp sensor. And Finnalyyy
problemmmm solvedddddddddd man. It no longer overheats and the fans are working proper.
Hey man, that's great news! I'm glad you got your car back up and running. MistyR7 answered 4
years ago. Hey guys, I'm having an issue with my '98 Camry overheating. For the past few
weeks I've been having to put water in more frequently and I thought it may have been the
radiator cap, I've had to switch out and it worked or the reservoir. When my car got hot
yesterday, I noticed a leak from the thermostat. So we fixed that but it still got hot. We noticed
the fans aren't coming on. What do you think could be causing this? Hey Brib I'm working on an
'01 Camry, and it sounds like the same issue you had. I am guessing you have the V6? Mine is
the four. New water pump, thermostat, radiator, fan switch lower radiator. Any thoughts
anyone? Update: So, I probably shouldn't have bothered you guys There were two sensors I
didn't replace, as the manual said nothing about them. So, long story short Best wishes.
Thrasherguy out. Joshthatcarguy answered 3 years ago. Have the same problem tried to earth it
out to see if it would turn the fan on but didn't could it be anything to do with the relay, th fan
turns on when i move the switch in the fuse box to the right and hole it there but turns off if I let
it go Anvesh answered 3 years ago. I have the same problem with my Hyundai Sonata which is 4
cylinder engine. I bought this car a month ago and lately it started overheating in stop and go
traffic. I watched a lot of videos and articles replaced coolant temp sensor. Well this coolant
temp sensor has 3 pin outs 5 volt 12 volts and ground. Anyway it did worked for sometime like
first run then started overheating again fans not kicking on. Fan do kick on when I unplug
coolant temp sensor. I have no freaking idea if this has a fan switch and temp switch. Since fans
turning on when I unplug I am assuming all the electrical good. I ran the obd it triggered P code
for temp sensor. Need help. Guru9PLJC answered 2 years ago. GuruB6BLK answered 2 years
ago. Check it. I have had damn near all the problems mentioned above. Everything time
something went out within my fans circuitry relays mainly. I have to mention it would always be
after a long drive, ya know when she got a little on the warm side. It always led back to the fan
switch. Turns out if you disconnect the 1st fan and run it to a switch on your dash. Over heating
will surely be a thing your past. Wouldnt want any dead batteries. Hope this helped :. SSRacer77
answered 8 months ago. I disconnected the battery for about 30 seconds to reset computer.
After that the fans worked fine. Fans not coming on, no circulation of water through radiator,
what could be the problem? If I disconnect the wire to the radiator heat sensor both fans run
continuously When I took the radiator out and disconnected the 2 hoses on the bottom I noticed
fluid coming out of them. My Toyota camery fans does not go on and my needle reaches the red
mark. I checked relays and fuse are fine. I turn my ac on and both fans go on. What's else can I
do or check. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Radiator fans not coming on. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Toyota Camry question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Toyota Camry Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. It is the last line of defense between you and an
overheating engine. Just because the radiator fan is not on does not mean that it is not working.
They are designed to only run when needed. There are a few simple reasons that the fan would
not be cycling on. If it is blown, replacing the fuse will only solve the problem for a very limited
period of time. Unless the wiring issue is fixed, the fuse will blow again. The wiring harness
itself can go bad. Your author has personally had a shredded tire completely pull the fan wiring
out of his vehicle. It can happen. The fan wiring is some of the more vulnerable wiring in your
Camry. You can test the voltage going from the fan relay to the fan itself. This video from
Ratchets and Wrenches is a phenomenal resource on how to properly diagnose a wiring
problem. Your engine temperature sensor is responsible for relaying your engine temp to the
ECU. Once the temp gets so hot, the ECU commands the radiator fan to come on. Depending on

the model year and engine, the location varies. If it does end up being this sensor, they are very
affordable. Without the coolant hitting the sensor, the temp reading will be significantly lower
than the actual engine temp. Adding coolant to a radiator dry enough not to trigger the engine
temp sensor can cause problems from drastic temperature change. Let it cool down first. Like
any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If everything else seems on the up and up,
the springs in the fan clutch have worn past the point of proper function and can no longer do
their job. Of all the ones listed above, start with the coolant level, then check the fuse. Fan
Clutch Like any other clutch, a fan clutch will wear out over time. If there is anything that you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!! When you are driving fast, the
wind is passing through the radiator to cool the coolant down without issues, but when you are
driving slow, there is no wind pushed through the radiator. This is why we use a radiator fan.
Unfortunately, the radiator fan can fail and will cause your car to overheat. But what can cause
this? A fuse supports almost everything electrical in a car. If there is an electrical surge going
towards a piece of electronic equipment, the fuse cuts the electric supply to that particular
equipment saving it from destruction. This is what we call a blown fuse. A blown fuse is no big
deal, and changing one does not cost a lot of money. The fan itself often uses a big fuse of
around 50A, while there might also be a separate small fuse to the fan control module.
Remember that if the fan fuse is blown â€” there might be a problem with the wirings or the
radiator fan. There are often two different systems in different car models. Either your fan
control is integrated into the engine control unit or you have a separate fan control module. In
both cases, the control units use a temperature sensor to know when to start the radiator fan. If
this temperature sensor is broken, the control unit will not know when to start the radiator fan.
Some cars use separate engine coolant temperature sensors for the radiator fan and the engine
control unit. You need to check your repair manual of which temperature sensor controls the
radiator fan and then resistance-measure the sensor with a multimeter to make sure it is
functional. If the fan is not working even when the car is overheating, there might be a wiring
issue or a bad connection. Check the wirings going to the radiator fan from the control unit or
relay. Check in the connector plugs for any signs of corrosion. Also, check the connector plugs
at the relay and control unit. Measuring the wirings with a multimeter is often not very effective,
as you need to put a load on the wires to see if they are functional. However, as a fast test, you
can check with a multimeter if there is coming power to the radiator fan. If your coolant level is
low, there is a chance that you will get air in the system, and the coolant temperature sensor will
not read the coolant temperature correctly. If the coolant level is low, you need to refill the
coolant to optimum levels. Failing to do so could risk your engine becoming overheated and
seized. There is no coming back from a seized engine unless you are willing to spend a lot of
money. When your radiator fans are not coming on, it can also be caused by faulty radiator
fans. The radiator fans have electrical motors inside of them, which will wear out after some
years. This is the fastest and easiest way to test your radiator fans. Because the radiator fan is
often drawing so much power, there is often a relay that is powering the coolant fan. Of course,
this relay can get damaged, which will cause the radiator fan to not coming on. Testing a 4 pin
relay is often very straightforward. Remove the relay and give 12 volts to pin 30 and Ground pin
86 and check if there is voltage coming out from pin It is even better to connect pin 87 to
something that draws a lot of power, like the fan, for example. As I talked about before, some
cars have a separate control module for just the radiator fan control. This control module is
often installed in the engine bay, exposed to heat and dust. This can make the control module to
fail after a while because of corrosion. Locate the relay and check for any visual damages
outside of it. You can often also open up the relay and check for any bad solderings or
corrosion. Replace it if you see any problems. I have been working with cars for 10 years,
specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of finding
false information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my content!
You probably already know the purpose of the radiator and the cooling system in your car.
Contents show. Faulty Coolant Temperature Sensor. Broken Wiring or Bad connection.
Insufficient Coolant. Broken Radiator Fan. Faulty Fan Relay. Bad Fan Controller Module. Search
This Site Search. A Toyota's coolant temperature is regulated by many electrical and
mechanical components. One of the more important components is the cooling fan. The fan
lowers the coolant temperature after the coolant has finished its cycle through the engine. A
Toyota's cooling fan is powered by an electric motor. As the motor ages, the circuitry can fail,
causing the motor to malfunction. This leads to the fan not operating properly or not at all. The
Toyota's fan only turns on when the coolant reaches a certain temperature, which is measured
by a sensor. This sensor switches the cooling fan off and on as needed. A failed sensor can
cause the fan to run excessively or not run when cooling is needed. The cooling fan in a Toyota
has a relay to regulate when power is provided to the fan. When this relay goes bad -- due to

coil failure or excessive resistance -- the fan cannot receive its prescribed amount of electricity
and will either work slowly or not at all. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has been
published on several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the
professional automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a certificate in
broadcast journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying
mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. Relay The cooling fan in a Toyota has a
relay to regulate when power is provided to the fan. Writer Bio Justin Cupler is a professional
writer who has been published on several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Fans will
run with AC on. Now I unplugged the wire from the sensor on the bottom of the radiator and
both fans come on. I replaced the two sensors going into the block one is a sensor the other a
sender I believe? Still having same issue. I did check voltage out of those wires and do have
voltage. My question is, could the sensor on the radiator be bad or is it something else? Now I
have power to the 2 going in the motor but not sure how much there should be. One of them is a
single pin connector. I attached a picture for you to view. Check that sensor. I have no water in
oil no bubbles in radiator do I need to continue with the compression test and so forth? And
would changing switch on radiator help? Was this answer helpful? Yes, I would still do the test
for the head gasket. Did you check for voltage at the sensor and the switch at the radiator? Roy
Was this answer helpful? Any idea what the voltage should be? And okay, I ll do the head
gasket test. Thanks, I ll report back. Switches have You are welcome. Fans are kicking on with
the switch plugged into the radiator. I really appreciate the help! There was no voltage at the
switch. One wire cut about a foot from it. Thanks again guys! Always glad to help. Coolant fans
not working, both fans do work if air is turned on. Does this point to any particular fix for
coolant fans not working? I do not know which fuse or where they are located, for coolant fans.
Do not know which are fuses and which are relays? Would truly appreciate any help. Not
familiar with auto repair but am trying. Thank you. It is a small box type. Do you. Good
afternoon, The coolant sensor that controls the fans is on top of the motor at the distributor.
Was this answer. You could try changing the switch, yes. Roy Was this answer. No sir, only the
sensor but will check the switch. Sensor should have 5 volts. I got it! Four cylinder four wheel
drive automatic , 00 miles. Below is the relay. Below are fuses. There should be number
markings on the top like 5A or 5, 10A or 10, and so forth. Replace only with the same number.
You need a new one pictured at the bottom with the O rubber ring. Car started overheating
changed the thermostat and radiator. I noticed that the cooling fans were not coming on. Wife
says she noticed it about the time car started to overheat. Both motors on fans work I made
jumper to battery. Changed 30 amp fuse links and 1 relay inbox beside battery. Both fans work
when air is on now but radiator fan doesn't come on by it's self when you start car with air off.
Note round silver fan motor relays in fuse block seem to be very warm at times Was this
answer. When you turn the ac on the fans are suppose to run as well when you put the window
defroster. The rest of the time the are off until the temperature reaches a certain temperature.
You should have two fans. The problem could be in the temperature sending unit for the fans.
With the fans running check to see if one or both are making a noise to see if one or both
motors could be going bad. The radiator fan doesnt work. Had to replace new radiator but fan
will not work. More than likely the fan relay is bad. It should be located near the fan. If you follow
the electrical leads from the fan, they will lead to the relay. Let me know if that helps. I have a 95
Toyota Camry - 4 cyl DX. The radiator cooling fans are not coming on. I flushed the radiator and
tested the fan switch and it is working fine. It opens up at about degrees. The coolant sensor is
also good - it read about ohms at about 45 degrees cold car. I also tested the 2 relays
associated with the fans the main and fan 1. They were also good. As the temp increases I can
disconnect essentially open up the fan switch wire and the fans will run. Also if I leave the
switch wire disconnected the fans run when I start the car as well. But once I hook up the wire
from the fan switch to the control it does not come on essentially a short. Any help would be
appreciated. Thanks Kevin Was this answer. Good luck! I drained the radiator, pulled the thermo
switch and paced it in a pot of water on my gas stove. I took my ohmmeter and saw that it was
closed up to about to degrees at which time it did "open" up. I dont think its the thermostat
because as the car warms up from cold I can see the thermostat kick in. I can drive the car
about 25 minutes before it starts to overheat. Ok, if you disconect the wire from the
thermoswitch and the fan turns on that means the switch its not "sensing" the temperature,
everything else its working the way its supposed to. Did you "purged" the air out of the system?
I mean, it could be a pocket of air in the system and the thermoswitch didnt work with hot air, it
needs "hot water' to open. Disconect
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the top radiator hose from the radiator and pour on it "hot water" to open the thermostat and let
the air out of the engine. I m sorry if I insist but I really think that the problem its there. Let me
know! Hi - I disconnected the upper hose and poured boiling water into it. It filled the hose and
then when down a bit I assume because the thermostat opened up. I have never replaced the
thermostat. I know when it warms up the temp gauge rises and then levels off in the middle so I
just assumed it worked. Maybe I should just replace it. Is there an easy way to test it or is the
hot water trick enough. If so could it possibly be my water pump? I dont see any leaks but
maybe the impellar is broken or free spinning? Thanks for all the ideas Was this answer.
Coolant is lost, top of radiator is hot but coils are still cool. Removed hoses and blew air
through radiator passes okay so does not seem blocked. Please login or register to post a reply.
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

